We introduce natural adversarial examples -real-world, unmodified, and naturally occurring examples that cause classifier accuracy to significantly degrade. We curate 7,500 natural adversarial examples and release them in an ImageNet classifier test set that we call IMAGENET-A. This dataset serves as a new way to measure classifier robustness. Like p adversarial examples, IMAGENET-A examples successfully transfer to unseen or black-box classifiers. For example, on IMAGENET-A a DenseNet-121 obtains around 2% accuracy, an accuracy drop of approximately 90%. Recovering this accuracy is not simple because IMAGENET-A examples exploit deep flaws in current classifiers including their over-reliance on color, texture, and background cues. We observe that popular training techniques for improving robustness have little effect, but we show that some architectural changes can enhance robustness to natural adversarial examples. Future research is required to enable robust generalization to this hard ImageNet test set.
Introduction
Research on the ImageNet benchmark has led to numerous advances in classification [30] , object detection [27] , segmentation [19] , and perceptual metrics [47] . ImageNet classification improvements have are broadly applicable and are highly predictive of improvements on other tasks [29] . Unfortunately, ImageNet classification accuracy has plateaued, so much that the final ImageNet Challenge competition was in 2017. While this suggests image classification is nearly complete, Recht et al. [37] remind us that ImageNet test examples tend to be relatively simple close-up images, so that the current test set may be too easy and not represent harder images encountered in the real world.
Real-world images may also be constructed or chosen adversarially. Goodfellow et al. [15] define adversarial examples [40] as "inputs to machine learning models that an attacker has intentionally designed to cause the model to make a mistake." Adversarial examples enable measuring worstcase model performance. This we aim to measure under the constraint that examples are naturally occurring. Most adversarial examples research centers around artificial p adversarial examples, which are examples perturbed by nearly worst-case distortions that are small in an p sense. Aside from the known difficulties in evaluating p robustness [7, 8] , Gilmer et al. [14] point out that p adversarial examples assume an unrealistic threat model because attackers are often free to choose any desired input. Consequently, if an attacker aims to subvert black-box classifier accuracy, they could mimic known errors [14] . We find that model errors on natural adversarial examples are highly consistent. Attackers can reliably and easily create black-box attacks by exploiting these consistent natural model errors, and thus carefully computing gradient perturbations to create an attack is unnecessary. This less restricted threat model has been discussed but not explored thoroughly until now.
We adversarially curate a hard ImageNet classifier test set which we call IMAGENET-A. These images are natural, unmodified, real-world examples collected from online and are selected to cause a "model to make a mistake," as with synthetic adversarial examples. IMAGENET-A examples cause mistakes due to occlusion, weather, and other complications encountered in the long tail of scene configurations, or by exploiting consistent classifier blind spots. Some examples are depicted in Figure 1 . In Section 4 we show that IMAGENET-A images successfully transfer to break many unseen or black-box models. As with other black-box adversarial examples, natural adversarial examples are selected to break a fixed model, in this case ResNet-50, but to black-box models they transfer reliably. For example, these images undermine models such as ResNeXt-50 [45] and DenseNet-121 [26] , both of which have an IMAGENET-A accuracy rate of less than 3%.
We examine ways to improve robustness on IMAGENET-A. Numerous techniques have been proposed to improve classifier robustness. Two of these, Stylized ImageNet data augmentation [13] and ∞ adversarial example training on an ImageNet scale [28] , hardly increase robustness to natural adversarial examples. However, much greater robustness gains follow from architectural modifications such as self-attention and increasing model size. These results suggest architecture design research as a promising avenue for improving robustness. Code and the IMAGENET-A dataset are available at https://github.com/hendrycks/natural-adv-examples.
Related Work
Adversarial Examples. Adversarial examples are a means to estimate worst-case model performance. While we aim to estimate the worst-case accuracy in natural settings, most use p adversarial attacks. Several other forms of adversarial attacks have been considered in the literature, including elastic deformations [43] , adversarial coloring [3, 23] , and synthesis via generative models [2, 39] and evolutionary search [35] , among others. Other work has shown how to print 2D [32, 5] or 3D [38, 1] objects that fool classifiers. For all that, these existing adversarial attacks are all based on synthesized images or objects, and some have questioned whether they provide a reliable window into real-world robustness [14] . Our examples are closer in spirit to the recent thought experiment of an adversarial photographer discussed in Brown et al. [6] , and by definition occur in the real world.
Robustness to Train-Test Mismatch. Recht et al. [37] create a new ImageNet test set resembling the original test set as closely as possible. They determined that matching the difficulty of the original ImageNet test set required selecting images deemed the easiest and most obvious by the Mechanical Turkers. IMAGENET-A helps measure generalization to images of harder scenarios, not just the easiest examples. Brendel and Bethge [4] show that classifiers which do not know the spatial ordering of image regions can be competitive on the ImageNet test set, possibly due to the dataset's lack of difficulty. Next, note that judging classifiers by their performance on easy examples has potentially masked many of their shortcomings. For example, Geirhos et al. [13] artificially overwrite each ImageNet image's textures and conclude that classifiers learn to rely on textural cues and under-utilize information about object shape. Recent work proposes a benchmark for evaluating robustness to non-adversarial corruptions called ImageNet-C [20] . They corrupt images with 75 different algorithmically generated corruptions, while in this work we measure robustness to less palpable distribution shift with adversarial data. Our sources of distribution shift also tend to be more realistic, heterogeneous, and varied. Obtaining robustness to varied forms of distribution shift is difficult. For example, [41, 12] train on various distortions and show that networks tend to memorize distortions and thereby fail to generalize to new and unseen distortions. Hence, robustly generalizing to unseen long-tail complications in IMAGENET-A, such as translucent shrink wrap that envelopes a toaster, could also be difficult.
IMAGENET-A

Design
IMAGENET-A is a dataset of natural adversarial examples, or real-world examples which fool current classifiers. To find natural adversarial examples, we first download numerous images related to an ImageNet class. Thereafter we delete the images that ResNet-50 [18] classifiers correctly classify. With the remaining incorrectly classified examples, we manually select a subset of high-quality images. This process is explicated below.
Class Restrictions. Before adversarially curating data to create IMAGENET-A, we select a 200-class subset of ImageNet-1K's 1,000 classes so that errors among these 200 classes would be considered egregious [10] . For instance, wrongly classifying Norwich terriers as Norfolk terriers does less to demonstrate faults in current classifiers than mistaking a Persian cat for a candle. In selecting IMAGENET-A's 200 classes, we adhere to several other design considerations. We avoid rare classes such as "snow leopard," classes which have changed much since 2012 such as "iPod," coarse and abstract ImageNet classes such as "spiral," classes which are often image backdrops such as "valley," and finally classes which tend to overlap such as "honeycomb," "bee," "bee house," and "bee eater"; "eraser," "pencil sharpener" and "pencil case"; "sink," "medicine cabinet," "pill bottle" and "band-aid"; and so on. The 200 IMAGENET-A classes cover most broad categories spanned by ImageNet-1K. The full class list is in Appendix A.
Data Aggregation and Adversarial Selection. Curating a large set of natural adversarial examples requires combing through an even larger set of images. Fortunately, the website iNaturalist has millions of user-labeled images of animals, and Flickr has even more user-tagged images of objects. We download a bevy of images related to each of the 200 ImageNet classes by leveraging userprovided labels and tags. This user-provided information enables us to avoid collecting images based on a search engine's convolutional neural network image ranking algorithms, which would prevent us from finding blindspots in convolutional neural networks. After exporting or scraping data from sites including iNaturalist and Flickr, we adversarially select the images.
We now describe our adversarial selection process. At a high level, this process has parallels to [39] . They use generative models to create adversarial examples that fool target classifier, and remove examples which fail to fool said target classifier. Rather than sampling synthetic images from the range of a generative model, we sample natural images from the real world. We remove examples which fail to fool our target classifiers, which are based on the commonplace and competitive ResNet-50 architecture. Of the remaining images, we select low-confidence images and ensure each image is valid through human review. This procedure also has similarities to hard-example mining, much like how p adversarial perturbations are hard perturbations selected from an p ball.
More specifically, we use two ResNet-50s for filtering, one pre-trained on ImageNet-1K and finetuned on the 200 class subset, and one pre-trained on ImageNet-1K where 200 of its 1,000 logits are used in classification. Both classifiers have similar accuracy on the 200 clean test set classes from ImageNet-1K, but we choose two models in order to have a small ensemble. The ResNet-50s perform 10-crop classification of each image, and should any crop be classified correctly by the ResNet-50s, the image is removed. If either ResNet-50 assigns an image greater than 15% confidence in the correct class, the image is also removed; this is so done because we want natural adversarial examples which yield misclassifications with low confidence in the correct class, like in untargeted adversarial attacks. Now, some classification confusions are greatly over-represented, such as Persian cat and lynx. We would like IMAGENET-A to have great variability in its types of errors and cause classifiers to have a dense confusion matrix. Consequently, we perform a second round of filtering to create a shortlist where each confusion only appears at most 15 times. Finally, we manually select images from this shortlist in order to ensure IMAGENET-A images are simultaneously valid, single-class, and high-quality.
We concretely describe the process for the dragonfly class. We download 81,413 dragonfly images from iNaturalist, and after performing a basic filter we have 8,925 dragonfly images. In the algorithmically suggested shortlist, 1,452 images remain. From this shortlist, 80 dragonfly images are manually selected, but hundreds more could be chosen. The exact number of natural adversarial examples varies by class. In all, the IMAGENET-A dataset has 7,500 natural adversarial examples.
Classifier Failure Modes on IMAGENET-A
The natural adversarial examples in IMAGENET-A demonstrate numerous failure modes of modern convolutional neural networks. For example, Figure 2 shows that classifiers may predict a class even when the image does not contain the subparts necessary to identify the predicted class. In the leftmost image, the candle is predicted as a jack-o'-lantern with 99.94% confidence, despite the absence of a pumpkin or carved faces. A separate way to measure how well a network learns shape is to test generalization on paintings, cartoons, sketches [42] , sculptures, toys, origami, embroidery, and so on, but we avoid such examples and only keep natural images during adversarial filtration. While computer vision models such as the deformable parts model [11] more explicitly represented part configurations, current convolutional neural networks may produce confident predictions without necessary shape evidence.
Networks may also rely too heavily on texture and color cues (Figure 3) , for instance misclassifying a dragonfly as a banana presumably due to a nearby yellow shovel. Since classifiers are taught to associate entire images with an object class, frequently appearing background elements may also become associated with a class, such as hummingbird feeders with hummingbirds or wood with nails ( Figure 4) . Other examples include leaf-covered tree branches being associated with the white-headed capuchin monkey class, snow being associated with shovels, and dumpsters with garbage trucks.
A small but sizeable share of IMAGENET-A examples are naturally distorted. That these examples cause our ResNet-50 filters to misclassify is in keeping with previous observations [20, 12] that classifiers often fail to generalize to distorted images. These distorted images highlight one way in which the IMAGENET-A dataset is harder than the usual ImageNet test set, so methods which only decorrelate predictions from ResNet-50 are not sufficient to solve IMAGENET-A.
Classifiers also demonstrate fickleness to small scene variations. Figure 6 shows an American alligator swimming. With different frames of the alligator swimming, the classifier prediction varies erratically between classes that are semantically loose and separate. For other images of the swimming alligator, classifiers predict that the alligator is a cliff, lynx, and fox squirrel.
Last, we find that classifiers also overgeneralize [21, 22, 33] , either over-extrapolating a pattern within a class (shadow → sundial), or incorrectly including nearby categories (car → limousine). In addition to Figure 7 's examples, we find that the classifiers overgeneralize tricycles to bicycles and circles, digital clocks are overgeneralized to keyboards and calculators, and so on. In all, current convolutional networks have pervasive and diverse failure modes that can now be estimated with IMAGENET-A. 
Experiments
Contrasting IMAGENET-A Examples to Corrupted and Adversarial ∞ Examples
Much of the force of the research community has been channeled toward endowing networks with robust representations. We examine the best-in-class robust training techniques. Unfortunately, we find that on natural adversarial examples, these techniques hardly help.
∞ Adversarial Training. We investigate how much robustness ∞ adversarial training confers. Adversarially training the parameters θ with loss function L on dataset D involves the objective
where
Such ∞ adversarial examples are found through an iterative procedure similar to projected gradient ascent [34] , We train a ResNeXt-50 (32×4d) [45] from scratch on the 200 ImageNet-1K classes appearing in IMAGENET-A. This network trains for 90 epochs. The first five epochs follow a linear warmup learning rate schedule [16] , and the learning rate drops by a factor of 0.1 at epochs 30, 60, and 80. We use a batch size of 256, a maximum learning rate of 0.1, a momentum parameter of 0.9, and a weight decay strength of 10 −4 . We use standard random horizontal flipping and cropping where each image is of size 224 × 224 × 3.
Observe in Figure 8 that augmenting the training data with random uniform noise changes robustness. Adding noise from a 1-step FGSM adversary slightly increases robustness further. A stronger 10-step ∞ adversary imparts slightly greater IMAGENET-A robustness. However, the model trained on clean data has 89.22% accuracy on the 200 class subset of ImageNet-1K's test set, while uniform noise data augmentation corresponds to an accuracy of 88.93%, FGSM to 83.95%, and PGD to 81.88%. Thus ∞ adversarial training's miniscule robustness gains are hardly worth the cost.
Stylized ImageNet Augmentation. In Figure 3 , we observe that classifiers may rely too heavily on color and textural features. Geirhos et al. [13] propose making networks rely less on texture by training classifiers on images where textures are transferred from art pieces. They accomplish this by applying style transfer to ImageNet training images to create a dataset they call Stylized ImageNet or SIN for short. We test whether training with SIN images can improve IMAGENET-A robustness.
Reducing a ResNeXt-50's texture bias by training with SIN images does little to help IMAGENET-A robustness. For reference, the ResNeXt-50 trained on ImageNet images obtains 89.22% top-1 accuracy on the 200 class subset of ImageNet-1K's test set. If we train a ResNeXt-50 entirely on Stylized ImageNet images, the top-1 accuracy on ImageNet-1K's 200 class test set set is a meager 65.87%. Accuracy increases from 1.31% to 2.09% by switching from normal ImageNet training to adding Stylized ImageNet data augmentation. Notice that the accuracies are still small. This is a consequence of natural adversarial examples successfully transferring to unseen models and architectures. As shown in Figure 9 , data augmentation with Stylized ImageNet results in minor IMAGENET-A accuracy changes. The Effect of Self-Attention on ImageNet-A Error Detection
Normal +SE Figure 11 : Applying self-attention in the form of Squeeze-and-Excitation (SE) can significantly improve natural adversarial examples robustness, calibration, and error detection. This architectural addition proves far more effective than training against stylized images or ∞ adversarial examples.
Enhancing Robustness and Uncertainty Estimation on IMAGENET-A
Uncertainty Metrics. The RMS Calibration Error is how we measure miscalibration. We would like classifiers that can reliably forecast their accuracy. Concretely, we want classifiers which give examples 60% confidence to be correct 60% of the time. Say that a classifier produces a confidence estimate C that its prediction Y is correct. Then, we can judge a classifier's miscalibration with the Root Mean Square Calibration Error. The RMS Calibration Error is
, or the squared discrepancy between the classifier's accuracy at a confidence level and the confidence level. We estimate the RMS Calibration Error using adaptive binning [36, 22, 17] . Here we take the confidence to be the maximum softmax probability [21] .
Our second uncertainty estimation metric is the Area Under the Response Rate Accuracy Curve (AURRA). In a multitude of scenarios, responding only when confident is preferable to predicting falsely. In these experiments, we allow classifiers to respond to a subset of the test set and abstain from predicting the rest. Classifiers with quality uncertainty estimates should be capable identifying examples it is likely to predict falsely and abstain. If a classifier is required to abstain from predicting on 90% of the test set, or equivalently respond to the remaining 10% of the test set, then we should like the classifier's uncertainty estimates to separate correctly and falsely classified examples and have high accuracy on the selected 10%. At a fixed response rate, we should like the accuracy to be as high as possible. At a 100% response rate, the classifier accuracy is the usual test set accuracy. We vary the response rates and compute the corresponding accuracies to obtain the Response Rate Accuracy (RRA) curve. The area under the Response Rate Accuracy curve is the AURRA. To compute the AURRA in this paper, we use the maximum softmax probability to determine which examples receive a response. If the response rate is 10%, we select the top 10% of examples with the highest confidence and compute the accuracy on these examples. An example RRA curve is in Figure 12 . Size and Self-Attention. Simply increasing the width and number of layers of a network is sufficient to automatically impart more robustness, calibration, and error detection quality on natural adversarial examples. Increasing network capacity has been shown to improve robustness to p adversarial examples [31] , common corruptions [20] , and now also IMAGENET-A as demonstrated in Figure 10 . Networks are trained on ImageNet-1K without special training techniques.
Convolutional neural networks with self-attention [25] are designed to better capture long-range dependencies and interactions across an image. Self-attention helps GANs learn how to generate images with plausible shape [46] , and in classification, self-attention is utilized in state-of-the-art ImageNet-1K models. We consider the self-attention technique called Squeeze-andExcitation (SE) [24] , which won the final ImageNet competition. While integrating Squeeze-and-Excitation into a ResNeXt-101 (32×4d) improves top-1 accuracy on the 200 class subset of ImageNet-1K by less than 1%, SE improves IMAGENET-A accuracy by approximately 10%. An implication is that judging models with ImageNet-1K's now simple test set can obscure a technique's true benefits. Moreover, this form of self-attention greatly improves model calibration and error detection on IMAGENET-A. Full results are shown in Figures 11 and 12 . We also found that self-attention improves robustness to common corruptions; a ResNet-50's mean corruption error (mCE) is 76.7% and an SE-ResNet-50 has a 68.2% mCE. Architectural modifications that improve ImageNet-C and ImageNet-1K accuracies can help tremendously on IMAGENET-A.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced the first expansive dataset of natural adversarial examples. This dataset is challenging for both the computer vision and adversarial example research communities. That is because these naturally occurring images expose common blindspots of current convolutional networks, and closing the gap between ImageNet-1K's test set and IMAGENET-A will require addressing long-standing but under-explored failure modes of current models such as texture over-reliance, overgeneralization, corruption robustness, and more. We found that these failure modes are only slightly less pronounced when models train with stylized ImageNet data augmentation or with adversarial training, while the most improvements in robustness came from modifying the classifier architecture itself. Even with both model scale and self-attention, classifier accuracies are still below that of adversarially trained classifiers on typical ∞ adversarial examples [44] , so that natural adversarial examples are in some sense currently more challenging. In this work, we identified several methods that increase natural adversarial example robustness, demonstrated that models have similar blindspots and make correlated errors, and created a hard new ImageNet test set to measure model robustness-an important research aim as computer vision systems are deployed in increasingly precarious environments.
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